Sew-ology Gazette
Dear Material Girls and Guys,

August 2020

It has been a few months since I had to write one of these but don’t get too excited its not
chopped full of as much fun as usual. Classes at the moment will only be virtual. We know that you are
anxious to return to sewing and socializing in the classroom. However, we are not quite ready to open the
classrooms. Amy is offering a small sampling of beginner classes as well as some more advanced options
as well. We have both quilt and bag options available. If you have a topic that you would like to learn,
please drop Amy a note at materialgirl@verizon.net and she will try to incorporate it into a future class or
even a Facebook “Chat Live with Amy” lesson.
Thank you for your continued support and keep on sewing,
Amy, Robin, and Mike

All classes will be held virtually via Zoom. You will
receive log in instructions a few days prior to the
start of the class.

ers
Have fun exploring all the ways to bust that stash and make fabulous quilts with
great results! Each month we'll focus on new techniques and projects.
AccuQuilters is for those who want to learn more about an AccuQuilt machine
or already own one and want to effectively use your AccuQuilt GO! Cutter,
dies, and looking for inspiration.
During club meetings you will sharpen your skills with a demonstration, tips, project ideas, questions and answers, and Show & Tell Inspiration from your fellow
members!

Bright Shining Ray of Sunshine
Saturday, August 1

10:00am - 11:00am

$10

Please note that it you were registered for the April AccuQuilters, we will move
you registration to August unless you let us know to place your money on your
store account.

Beginner Quilting

Beginner Tote Bag

Have your picked up sewing during the pandemic to make
masks and ready to learn more? Let’s keep that interest going and learn to quilt virtually. Grab some fat quarters, and
you're on the road to a fast and fun quilt!

Quilts are not your thing but wanna learn about bags,
purses, and other things? Let’s learn how to make a tote
bag with lots of pockets, a snap closure, and a no sag
bottom.

Monday, August 17, 24, and 31

Tuesday, August 18 and 25

10:00am-12:00pm OR

6:00pm-8:00pm

10:00am-12:00pm OR

6:00pm-8:00pm

(3 week course)

$35 plus supplies

(2 week course)

$30 plus supplies

Instructor: Amy H.

Instructor: Amy H.

Camp Cameo is designed to help you get more comfortable
learning your Cameo Silhouette Personal Electronic Cutting
Machine and Silhouette Studio Software while learning how to
do all the cool things you see on the internet. Let’s get it out of
the box and start crafting neat things!
Beginner Heat Transfer Vinyl 101
Friday, August 14
6:00pm-8:00pm
Instructor: Amy H

$20

In 2020, we are getting curvy. Join us throughout the year as we
navigate the world of sewing curves. Now don’t let the word “curve”
turn you off from this class. The girls from Sew Kind of Wonderful have
done a superb job of creating a ruler that makes it so easy. (I know
you are thinking, “Yeah Right, Amy.”)

Bird Song
Saturday, August 8
(1 week course)

10:00am - 1:00pm
$25 plus supplies

Instructor: Amy H

Lucky Penny Wallet
Does sewing with cork, vinyl, or kraft-tex fascinate and
scare you all at the same time? Let’s make a simple,
slim wallet in under 2 hours that requires a small amount
of cork.
Friday, August 7
10:00am-12:00pm OR

6:00pm-8:00pm

(1 week course)

$20 plus supplies

Instructor: Amy H.

Take a Stand
Stand-up totes in two sizes have an easy-to-install zippered top that
opens wide for easy access to the contents. Each Take A Stand tote
features an adjustable, detachable carrying strap and plenty of
room for supplies and more. Two zippered pockets on the outside of
the tote and two inner mesh pockets keep everything organized and
easy to view. Note– this is a companion piece to the Running with
Scissors Organizer that will be taught in a future month.
August 13, 20, and 27
10:00am-12:00pm OR

6:00pm-8:00pm

(3 week course)

$35 plus supplies

Instructor: Amy H.

University
Become a Master of your BERNINA sewing machine!
Now that you’ve bought your fabulous new machine, let’s learn how to use it.
These classes are free to those who purchased their BERNINA sewing machine at Material Girls within the last 6 months. If you
did not purchase your BERNINA from Material Girls, please call for pricing information.

Due the current environment our classroom is currently closed. All of our mastery
lessons are available in video format for viewing on your schedule and from the
comfort of your own home. Please let us know and we will send you a link.

Class Symbol Key
=Beginner

=Machine Embroidery

=Advanced Beginner

=Intermediate

1. Class fees must be paid IN FULL at time of registration. You can register in person, by mail, or by phone. Class minimum is
5 students. If Material Girls must cancel a class due to lack of participation, the class fees may be transferred to another
class or refunded. Please don’t delay in registering for a class. We make the decision on cancelling a class due to lack
of registrations one week prior to the start of class.

2. A refund of store credit is only provided if you cancel 1 week prior to start of class. If the cancellation is less than one
week, no refunds will be given.

3. Space is reserved on a first come first serve basis and students are required to bring a sewing machine and basic sewing
supplies to each class.

4. In order to keep class fees to a minimum, keep the lights on, and the roof over the store, we ask for your cooperation and
offer a discount to purchase your class supplies at Material Girls.

5. If a class is being taught by a National/Guest Instructor or it is a special event, class registration is NON-Refundable.

www.materialgirlsquilt.com
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30am-5:00pm

